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In late 1932 a young reporter from Kharkiv, Lev Kopelev, was sent by the party to help 

grain procurement in Kharkiv oblast’. At the height of a catastrophic famine striking the Ukrainian 
countryside, he searched peasant huts and confiscated grain, foodstuffs and valuables – all of which 
led to mass starvation. In his memoirs, Kopelev describes himself as ʻa true believer,ʼ1 for whom 
the ends justified the means, and explains how he eagerly followed the examples set by the fervent 
local Communists. One of them at the time – the head of the village council, Bubyr – was, in the 
words of Kopelev, ʻan epitome of truth and justice... he did not know what fear was.ʼ2 According to 
archival evidence and survivor testimonies, however, Bubyr was nothing but: he used his position 
of power to profit financially, and he was persecuted for cowardly behaviour at the front in 1942 
and reportedly attempted to defect to the Nazis.3  

Kopelev and Bubyr showcase a prominent, tragic divergence between history and memory 
oriented on the role of the men and women responsible for one of the darkest moments in the 
twentieth-century history of Europe. In local post-memory of the events of the famine of 1932-33 in 
Soviet Ukraine, known as the Holodomor, Kopelev and his colleagues are inaccurately remembered 
as Russians from the North.4 Some historians cite them as genuine fanatics enforcing 
collectivization,5 while most Ukrainian writers cast them as savage Others in cultural texts.6 In other 
words, they remain subject to a problematic reduction and our understanding of them remains 
unclear. This article seeks to demonstrate that interpreting these actors on the ground as the 
perpetrators of collective violence not only reveals previously overlooked groups of perpetrators but 
demonstrates that most of them were neither fanatics, nor the abnormal Other, but ordinary people. 
Due to the scope of this article only three groups will be given detailed analysis including case 
studies: district officials, local Komsomol, collective farmers and plenipotentiaries which includes 
Komsomol Kopelev. The article then finishes with a conclusion. 

While it is generally accepted that most perpetrators of mass violence are ordinary people 
with rather banal motives,7 the men and women who facilitated the famine on the ground are 
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portrayed as anything but ordinary in cultural memory. In Soviet literature, for instance, they are 
characterised by Soviet writers as heroes and martyrs, while writers in the Ukrainian diaspora and in 
independent Ukraine describe them as idlers, savage Others or disillusioned Communists. Such 
contradictory representations in cultural memory circulate alongside each other in contemporary 
Ukrainian society, impending knowledge of one of the most catastrophic events of the twentieth 
century. Today even state ʻmemory makersʼ in Ukraine exhibit symptoms of the problem. For 
instance, the state-funded Ukrainian Institute of National Memory recommends that schools and 
local governments base commemoration of the famine on texts by post-Soviet or emigre literati, 
while a governmental online portal that serves 694 village councils advances a mostly Soviet 
narrative from the voluminous Istoriia mist ta sil Ukraiinsʼkoii RSR (History of Towns and Villages 
of Ukrainian RSR (1966-1973). Such entangled, contested memories reflect the complexity of the 
participation of ordinary people in an extraordinary catastrophe. 

If the cultural memory of the perpetrator is entangled and even contradictory, what does 
history teach us? Indeed, who precisely were the rank-and-file perpetrators of the Holodomor? This 
is a striking question that has received little scholarly attention to this day. Few scholars in Ukraine 
focus on the mechanism of the famine on the village and district level. Stepan Drovoziuk has sought 
to establish behavioural patterns of the village activists during the famine. In his research, he argues 
that the policy of Sovietization of the Ukrainian rural population defined the qualities that the new 
regime was looking for in potential perpetrators,8 and splits them into two groups: those who defied 
the orders and those who implemented them with sadism and terror. Another historian who explores 
behavioural patterns of the activists, Olena Lysenko, argues that collectivisation actors on the 
ground can be split into three categories: marginalised elements of the village; sadists; and 
sympathetic officials who left or hid grain in the villages, opposed directives and encouraged the 
peasants to resist.9 Scholars have also examined distinct groups of perpetrators on the ground.10  

The fact that the scholarly discussion of the Holodomor perpetrators is in its infancy is due 
to the relatively recent nature of the Holodomor scholarship more generally despite tens of 
thousands publications on the subject. Academic discussion of the situation in the countryside in the 
early 1930s as such did not start until the Khrushchev Thaw due to a thorough silencing of the 
subject by the Soviet regime. Refusing to acknowledge the famine and referring to it by way of 
euphemisms like ‘food difficulties,ʼ11 responsibility for which Soviet historians placed tat the feet of 
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Stalin, Kaganovich and Molotov12 or entirely on the shoulders of the rank-and-file perpetrators in a 
manner similar to Stalin’s article ‘Dizziness with Success.ʼ13 In the 1980s Mace and Conquest 
opened up scholarly discussion of the famine among academics in the West, arguing that the  
perpetrators on the ground were the same people who were involved in dekulakization and 
collectivization. Overall, in their view, the rank-and-file activists who searched the houses and 
confiscated food from the starving families were not much different from ʻthugs and idealists.’14  

In 1988 Kul’chyts’kyi stressed the importance of the III All-Ukrainian Party conference in 
July 1932 and demonstrated that the decisions about the policies that led to the famine were made in 
Moscow.15 Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, as Andriewsky points out, most historians 
approach the mechanism of the famine from the position of the state and its leadership, confronting 
their intentions, methods and decisions.16 In their study of the top perpetrators, Vasylʼiev and 
Shapoval detail how decisions made by Stalin were put into action by his envoys Kaganovich and 
Molotov.17 Perhaps the best illustration of such implementation of Stalin’s policies on the ground to 
date is a collection of documents edited by Vasylʼiev, Werth and Kokin.18 
1. Why “Perpetrators”? 

My use of the term ‘perpetratorʼ merits elaboration. I employ it not to mark a moral or legal 
position but to distinguish those whose actions led to the starvation of millions of their fellow 
citizens at peace time. As OʼByrne observes, ʻthere is no single definitionʼ of the term, which 
ʻvaries according to context.ʼ19 I argue in this study that this terminology is apt due to the 
deliberate, violent nature of the Holodomor and its vast scope of destruction. Between late 1932 and 
early 1933, with famine already gripping much of the Soviet Union, the Kremlin applied a number 
of legislative provisions specifically to Ukraine, leading to what Applebaum, Graziosi and other 
historians of the Soviet Union call ‘a famine within the famine.ʼ20 These policies include the closure 
of the borders of the Ukrainian republic; the confiscation of all foodstuffs from starving peasants; 
the extensive ‘blacklistingʼ of entire districts (raiony), which constituted almost half of Soviet 
Ukraine; increased grain requisitions; and the refusal of state relief to the starving. These policies 
and those who executed them on the ground led to the death of millions of innocent people.  

Some scholars might oppose an interpretation of the actors of the famine on the ground as 
‘perpetrators’, especially those who refer to its victims as ‘the human costʼ or inevitable ‘strainʼ of 
the First Five-Year-Plan, which they present as a grand effort aimed at improving the lives of Soviet 
citizens through rapid industrialization or the result of ‘a badly conceived and miscalculated 
policy.ʼ21 Such a position, in my view, dehumanises the victims by accepting the epistemological 
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authority and rationality of the top perpetrators and their followers. This stance is made possible by 
what Kjell Anderson calls ‘the subtle discourse of exoticismʼ: that is, the victims are distant from 
‘usʼ in time, space or culture.22 Others might argue that those who executed Soviet policy on the 
ground during the famine were merely acting in the service of the state; they were cogs without 
agency or criminals: e.g. ‘All officials involved were either following orders or were removed and 
most often repressedʼ23 and ‘... more often than not did not have any morals, they stole the 
foodstuffs.ʼ24 

According to this logic, confiscating the last scrap of food from a starving child may be 
deviant from a moral point of view, but such actions were ultimately sanctioned by the Soviet state. 
Put differently, this thinking frames the perpetrator as ‘alienated from the product of his actions’, 
just as the worker in Marxian thought is alienated ‘from the product of his labour’.25 Indeed, the 
Soviet Union can be understood in the 1930s as criminogenic (crime-producing)26, as actively 
perpetrating and condoning criminal acts. Gerlach in fact suggests that we should regard the Soviet 
Union of the Stalinist period as a society indelibly marked by excessive violence, most of which 
was conditioned by the experience of the First World War, revolution, and Civil War. Citizens were 
socialised to support violent acts through propaganda and within military organizations (RSChA, 
TSOAviaKhim), schools, and organizations for youth (pioneers and Komsomol).  

This abrogation of personal responsibility is ubiquitous in cases of mass violence. It pivots 
on an understanding of the event as ‘a human evil of staggering magnitude without any authors.ʼ27 

Yet such an argument lacks rigour. As Schmidt posits, even if structural political violence helps to 
withhold and obscure individual responsibility, perpetrators in events like the Holodomor still have 
agency, whether they are front-line actors or those whom Hanna Arendt named ‘mask murderers 
who had never killed’ and do not seem to have blood on their hands. This abrogation is summarised 
in the words of Eichmann:  ‘I never killed a Jew, or a non-Jew, for that matter – I never killed a 
human being. I never gave an order to kill …’28 His words are echoed in Kopelev’s explanation: 
ʻThanks God, I did not kill anyone, nor imprisoned...’29 But actions of the perpetrators like him 
made the famine possible: they seized food from the starving; beat and tortured them for ‘hoarding’ 
grain; extorted property from them; kept desperate men, women and children from ʻpilferingʼ fields; 
and restricted their movement and travel to destinations that may have saved their lives. These 
actions had devastating consequences, and these consequences were tragically evident and foreseen. 
Locating agency in such individuals raises the question as to whether they should be considered 
auctor delicti, the authors of a crime, or executors delicti, the executors of a crime.30 

While it is difficult to establish such degrees of legal responsibility and draw the line of 
perpetration, it is clear that Stalin, like Hitler, would have been ‘nothing but a wineskin bloated with 
hatred and impotent terrorʼ without the involvement of ordinary people.31 This article does not focus 
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on the DPU, the police, RSChA, or MTS, who by profession were trained to employ coercion. 
I incorporate into the theoretical framework approaches from history, social psychology, 

memory studies and criminology – approaches that are widely employed in the analyses of the rank-
and-file perpetrators of other historical events of mass violence. In particular, I borrow the typology 
of perpetrators of mass violence presented by Smeulers.32 Like most other scholars of collective 
violence and genocides, she bases her typology on agency.33 This inclusive and overarching 
typology, I contend, presents new opportunities for the study of the Holodomor, as illustrated 
below. Depending on the context, individuals can have multiple motivations. 
Group Definition As applied to the Holodomor 
Professional Trained to enforce policies 

(sometimes with violence) 
Security services (the DPU), police, and in some 
cases, the army.  

Profiteer and 
careerist 

Benefits from participation  Rural and urban Communists, village and district level 
officials, Komsomol, collective farmers, teachers and 
others who use their position of power to benefit 
financially, settle scores with neighbours or advance 
their Party career through deployment in the village.  

Fanatic Driven by ideology; 
Believes victims are 
necessary ‘for the greater 
goodʼ 

Local and urban Communists, Komsomols and 
collective farmers. Kopelev calls them ‘true believersʼ 
who maintained that violence was justified; the 
starving were somehow to blame, and sacrifice was 
needed for the greater good. 

Sadist and 
criminal 

Uses situation for fulfilment 
of their sadistic deviation  

Officials, plenipotentiaries and activists that tortured, 
raped and murdered the victims. 

Follower Majority of perpetrators who 
follow orders or comply 

Most collective farmers, officials, plenipotentiaries. 
When confronted during the search about his actions 
leading to the deaths of children, one perpetrator 
replied: ‘Well, and what else … thatʼs it, we are sent 
and we are doing it.ʼ34 

Compromised Vulnerable people, 
including children, who 
participate because of 
explicit or implicit coercion, 
threats or indoctrination 
(particularly in the case of 
children or teenagers) 

Men and women who feared for their lives or the lives 
of their families, young Komsomols and pioneers. 
 
As the survivor, Prokip Lukʼianetsʼ, explained: ‘They 
faced a choice to collect a certain amount … or to be 
thrown out. Everybody wanted to live. … The ones 
who searched were ordinary people like us.ʼ35 

 
I also employ a critical reading of the perpetrator testimonies that is suggested by Browning 

who, unlike Westermann, does not find it possible to ‘infer’ motivation from testimony, party 
membership, or a belonging to a certain generation, indoctrination and brutalization. According to 
Westermann, most perpetrators of the crimes of totalitarian regimes are ideological perpetrators – 
despite recent research on the subject that reveals that only around 5% of perpetrators can be 
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characterised as such.36  
A comparative analysis of the testimonies of the perpetrators of other events of mass 

violence, such as the in-depth interviews of Eugene de Kock or the accounts of Adolf Eichmann, 
can provide directions for further inquiries into how the perpetrators reflected upon their 
experience. In fact, a typology of the subsequent responses of the perpetrators, suggested by 
Anderson, explains how they made sense of collectivization and the famine: e.g. by excusing their 
agency; by denying participation or remaining silent; by showing remorse or regret; by defending 
the use of violence (sometimes in Bolshevik language). I also employ a microhistorical approach 
developed by Carlo Ginzburg, which has been successfully adopted by other researchers of the 
mass violence and genocide including Browning, Oppenheimer and Gross.37  

From a social psychology perspective, I am influenced by the towering work on the 
compliance to authority of ordinary people and their conditioning by Milgram and Zimbardo, which 
has proven formative for the field of criminology. As Milgram demonstrated in his work, 
conformity is crucial for the perpetration of mass violence. It is present in all societies as some 
amount of it is ʻnecessary to the functioning of any social system.ʼ38 I also consider the question of 
perpetration from a gender studies perspective, relying on the work of Sjoberg and Gentry, who 
show how the representation of female perpetrators in media usually reduces them to cliché types of 
promiscuous, fanatics or sadists – i.e. ‘abnormal’ females, which is largely how they are depicted in 
cultural memory of the Holodomor.39  

 
 
3. Various Groups 
The mechanism of the Holodomor on the ground starts with district officials – namely the 

RPKs and plenipotentiaries who leveraged the orders from the top to the village level. Though the 
directives on grain procurement usually came from the republican leadership, district officials were 
the ones who would inform and instruct the village officials. At times the orders came from the elite 
leadership of the Soviet state: in late December 1932, for instance, Kaganovich met the leaders of 
the Voznesensʼk and Zinovʼiev districts in Odesa oblast’ in his train car after receiving telegrams 
from Stalin approving harsh methods.40 To illustrate that the actions of most district officials fall 
into the group of followers, I proceed with a discussion of the party conference and purges that 
initiated participation in the Holodomor and demographics of the officials. 

While district officials were not new to enforcing unpopular policies, their involvement in 
the Holodomor started with the adoption of quotas for the 1932-1933 grain procurement campaign. 
These targets were introduced at the III KP(b)U conference on 6-9th July 1932 in the Kharkiv Opera 
house. The importance of this event in the Holodomorʼs chronology has been emphasised by many 
scholars, including Kulʼchytsʼkyi and Shapoval.41 Molotov and Kaganovich attended the conference 
to ensure that grain procurement quotas were accepted by the republican and the district officials. 
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During the conference, however, several of the eighteen RPK secretaries who gave presentations – 
there were thirty-three speakers altogether – voiced their opposition to the quotas. Moreover, they 
warned of the famine and listed the policies causing it, despite deprecation and chastising from 
colleagues and superiors. All such unwarranted remarks were also removed from the plenumʼs 
stenogramme before it was published.42 The significance of this event is even more striking when 
one compares the uncensored script with the uncensored script of the IV party conference eight 
months later. After all the policies responsible for the famine had been implemented, in February 
1933 district officials voiced no objections.  

In his opening words at he conference in July 1932, the first secretary of the TsK KP(b)U, 
Kosior, reluctantly admitted that there was starvation ʻin the whole of Ukraineʼ marked by 
widespread violence, with the famine already underway and with defiance among district 
secretaries, whom he blamed for the situation.43 Despite rather discouraging remarks by the first 
secretary of KP(b)U, some RPK secretaries spoke out. For instance, Drabiv district secretary 
Sherstov was direct: the starving farmers could not work in the fields and that there was no food left 
in the district.44Although Molotov and Kaganovich dismissed all criticisms at the time as ʻwhining’ 
and ʻopportunism,’ they later remarked to Stalin that party leaders in Ukraine were more obedient 
than expected.45 Indeed, feeling the firm approach of Molotov and Kaganovich, republican leaders 
at the conference blamed raionshchiki for the devastation in the countryside. Some district 
secretaries, like Kulish from Konotop, accused Sherstov and others of ʻattempting to hide one’s 
incapability.’ Such wording is reminiscent of the pressure put on Browning’s ʻordinary men’ when 
ordered to participate in a massacre.46 Ultimately the delegates passed the resolution that bound 
them to the ʻunconditional fulfilment’ of the grain procurement plan. 

Passing the resolution, however, did not equal enforcing it. Many district secretaries in fact 
evaded grain procurement. The ODPU report that Stalin received about the reluctance of the rank-
and-file officials to adopt the plan revealed widespread defiance.47 But over 60% of RPKs 
proceeded with grain procurement: ʻWe could not say a word at the [oblast’ Party committee] 
meeting ... Comrade Cherniavsʼkyi [the secretary’s superior] asked only one question: ʻSo do you 
think the oblast’ plan is possible or not?ʼ – I had to reply that it was possible and to agree to 
fulfillment.ʼ48 Other secretaries argued that acceptance does not mean enforcement, and warned of 
leaving their positions and the Party altogether.49 This dissent among the rank-and-file was swiftly 
crushed. In October 1932, the Ukrainian Party underwent a purge aimed at both the district and 
village levels. At the plenum of the TsK KP(b)U a senior party official, Manuil’s’kyi, 
acknowledged that many good district secretaries were disheartened: ʻtheir arms dropped,’ he said, 
comparing them to soldiers discouraged with defeat. He therefore argued that, as in the army, they 
ʻshould be temporarily taken to the rear, given a cigarette, and [allowed] to pull themselves together 
and then brought back to the battle.’50 The total number of arrests in connection to grain 
procurement in 1932 was 27,000.51 108 or 0.6% of 16,000 were sentenced to death.52   

Was everyone who failed to fulfil procurement quotas purged or put on trial? While there is 
no quantitative analysis on the subject, the highly publicised show trials of district officials offer 
insight into what one could potentially expect for not reaching grain procurement quotas set for a 
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district. In the case of Orikhiv, for instance, 16 district officials were tried in late 1932 for failing to 
meet the grain procurement target, which they argued was unrealistic and reportedly put pressure on 
village officials to leave some grain behind. Only one of the accused was sentenced to death; two 
were pardoned, and the rest received various terms in camps. Shortly after the sentences were 
announced publicly, the death sentence was changed to imprisonment, and all of them were released 
by 1935.53 Most continued to work for the government and later retired.  

When the case was re-examined in 1964, one witness, Gavriil Masliuk, who testified 
against the accused in 1932, openly reflected on the risk of repression in 1932 thirty years later: 
ʻFor falling negligibly short of this or that requirement, [they] could expel any district employee 
from the Party or remove them from work.ʼ54 In other words, this show trial served its purpose. 
Held at a cinema theatre similar to the infamous SVU show trial in 1930, the trial intimidated 
district officials and caused some to fear for their lives. But were they compromised perpetrators, as 
some historians suggest?55 Ultimately, they all survived after spending 1.5 years in Siberia 
constructing a railway – and if the chances of facing a firing squad were 0.6% provided one was 
persecuted, then how accurate is it to characterize district officials as compromised into 
perpetration, especially when the risk of such punishment paled in comparison to certain death by 
starvation? 

One of the convicted, the secretary of the Orikhiv RPK, Golovin, provides an answer to this 
question. Upon receiving a ʻdifficult’ quota, he went to the oblast’ committee with the RVK 
secretary in a bid to reduce it. They were ordered to return: ʻAs disciplined and devoted 
Communists, we did everything we could to fulfill it.’ Acknowledging that the procurement of 
grain had left the district without any supplies in the summer of 1932, Golovin mentions that 
repressions for district officials like him only started in November 1932, upon the arrival of 
Molotov and Kaganovich to Ukraine. By that time Golovin was in charge of a construction of a 
plant in Nikopol. Thus, his obedience (or disobedience) preceeded the purges and his removal from 
work in grain procurement did not prevent him from working elsewhere. 

It is conceivable that the relentless execution of orders by Orikhiv district officials and 
many others stemmed from obedience to authority, in accordance with Milgramʼs theory. 
Approaching this notion as a by-product of evolution, Milgram explains obedience to authority as a 
ʻdeeply ingrained behavioral tendency’ to comply with the directives of superiors, despite the fact 
that their actions violate moral norms and other people’s right to life.56 As Milgram demonstrated in 
his experiments, two thirds of any group obey the orders of ʻauthorityʼ to inflict extreme pain on the 
victims even without external coercive force. In the case of the Holodomor, many district officials, 
and village officials alongside them, accepted the unrealistic grain procurement plans and 
proceeded to execute it not out of fear. Rather, they demonstrated the notions that Milgram calls 
ʻloyalty, duty, disclipline’ – something Golovin and many other witnesses stressed in their 
testimonies. In his words, they were ʻdisciplined and devoted Communists.ʼ57  

Insights drawn from Milgram’s work might offer an even more sophisticated explanation of 
the behaviour of the district and village officials. His repeated experiments demonstrate that 
compliance is greater when the subject who is instructed to give the actor/victim an electric shock 
does not see and hear them. Yet compliance is as low as 30% when the subject has to touch the 
victim. If the subjects have auxillary roles that do not directly involve inflicting pain, obedience is 
almost total. Likewise, when the subjects are part of the group instructed to deny the orders to 
inflict pain, disobedience is nearly total. In the case of the Holodomor, most district officials were 
shielded from the starving peasantry by both time and space. Ordering the removal of food from 
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homes or cordoning off villages was temporally removed from the effects of such orders – from the 
actual deaths of the victims. But some understood their role clearly – it is not for nothing that most 
district officials demonstrated a reluctance to work on the ground. 

District officials that retained their positions were remunerated for their service during the 
famine. Each RPK consisted of over a dozen secretaries for each area of work – from district 
planning to healthcare and propaganda. Along with the district prosecutor, the district judge, the 
editor of the district newspaper, the police and the DPU – there were over 34 categories of ʻtop 
district officials’ with dependants that were put in ʻthe first category’ of distribution in 1933.58 The 
districts were also organised according to their economic and strategic importance, i.e. whether they 
were the site of heavy industry, sugar production etc. The total number of officials with dependants 
in the districts of the top category in 1933 was 30,834.59 The personal files of 125 Communists at 
the RPKs in 12 okruhy (administrative units) in 1930 reveal the following demographics: 96.5% 
male, most with only primary education, from the working class, with an average of 9 years of party 
membership. Some were Red Army veterans. Women were exclusively secretaries of women affairs 
departments, and their wages were lower compared to their male colleagues, an average of 100 
rubles against 149.5 rubles respectively.60  

On the village level, the mechanism of man-made famine starts with the elimination of food 
from the peasants’ possession. In the case of the Holodomor, this task was performed by search 
brigades. Such brigades were groups of local men and women organised and supervised by local 
officials and various plenipotentiaries. The village officials themselves were to receive provisions 
from the district milling tax (5%).61 From November 1932 search brigades could requisition other 
agricultural produce in lieu of grain and seize personal possessions towards the procurement 
campaign. From 19th January 1933 they could also keep 15% of the foodstuffs or grain found in 
these searches,62 which undoubtedly motivated more peasants to participate in searches. The 
brigades included local collective farmers, Komsomol, various plenipotentiaries from the Party and 
state organizations, local Communists, KNS, teachers and less often police or the DPU servicemen. 
There were other roles on the village level within the mechanism of the famine – the field guards 
(including assistance of TSOAviaKhim, Komsomol and Pioneer organizations), the informers 
(including silkory) and the wives. These brigades were also often conflated with 'tugboat' 
brigades.63  

While Komsomol members can be interpreted as compromised perpetrators – most of them 
were teenagers, susceptible to propaganda – their motivations varied. Some of them were local, 
while others, mostly students, were sent to the countryside from the towns by oblastʼ Komsomol 
committees. Upon completing their assignments, Komsomol members reported on their work 
caucus meetings at the district centres.64 Urban Komsomol members would first register at the 
district Komsomol committee and then proceed to the villages where they would report to the 
village council, which would give them specific tasks. Local Komsomol members were naturally 
well acquainted with the situation in the village. They were often supported by their relations, 
except for cases when Komsomol members disowned their peasant parents. A celebrated 
Stakhanovite tractor driver from Donbas oblast’, Pasha Angelina, was a Komsomol member in 
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1930. According to her autobiography, she took part in collectivization along with her family. Her 
brother Vasily was the chairman of the village KNS and the head of agitation and propaganda at the 
RPK, while another brother, Ivan, was the secretary of the village Party cell. Another, Nikolai, was 
in the Party, and another two siblings were in the Komsomol. When Angelina failed to win the 
majority of votes for the creation of the collective farm, they simply dekulakized their enemies and 
took their land. Though their actions were interpreted in the village as profiteering, Angelina 
regarded dekulakization as part of the inevitable struggle in which ʻwe, the ordinary peopleʼ won. 
More importantly, she claims that their actions were similar to those of activists in many other 
villages around the country and that the younger generation, which she represented, could not ʻwait 
for [better] future with folded arms.ʼ65  

In an in-depth interview I conducted with Oleksandr O., we can gain another view into the 
role of Komsomol members in the perpetration of the Holodomor for rather banal reasons. 
Oleksandr O. was only fifteen years old in 1932. Oleksandr O. explains his own participation by 
simply following the orders like other young men and women in his team. Later in the interview he 
reveals that his blacksmith family profited from their loyalty to the regime over the long term. His 
two uncles secured high-ranking Party jobs at oblast’ and republican levels. His family was one of 
the first to join the collective, exercising what Noll calls a ritual myth to prove the loyalty and 
enthusiasm of the family.66 One of his uncles, the headmaster of a village school, ʻof course 
organised the teachers and students into search brigades,ʼ and Oleksandr O. was in one of them. 
Like many other perpetrators of mass violence, Oleksandr O. denied the very event of the famine in 
interview. He claimed not many people died and that it was a temporary not man-made difficulty. 
Later, however, he added that it was avoidable, recalled dead people dumped on a cart in the village 
of Velyki Krynky every day.67 When he admitted to seeing hundreds of the starving peasants at the 
train station in Khorol – where they were late shot en masse for attempting to break into grain 
storehouses – Oleksandr O. expressed regret that the authorities made no attempt to help the 
starving peasants.68  

  The Komsomol offered young people like him many opportunities, claimed Oleksandr O.. 
Coming from a family of the church elder, he excelled in chemistry at school and used his 
chemistry set to debunk ʻreligious miracles’ in front of a 100-strong audience in the village club. 
Later he joined a university, fought at the front during the Second World War and retired. During 
the famine, he said, ʻI was young but could not understand why they [the peasants] gave up so 
easily. They put up their arms and died. We, students, were asked to search too, so that no one could 
hide anything. There was a house we came to, with a little roof above the entrance, where a man hid 
a sack of grain. But we found it. We were so happy when we got it! The man told us that it was for 
the seeds and to survive... But we said “no”, enough said and took the sack to Zagotzerno.’69  

None of his comrades died from hunger; most stayed in Khorol but continued their studies 
elsewhere. No one searched the searchers in his case: ʻThe officials trusted us. When we were 
tasked with upturning the grain in storage – the grain store was full – we filled our special pockets 
too.’ When asked about the starving peasant whose grain he found, Oleksandr O. sounded 
indifferent: ʻwe did not know him... Maybe he ate beets after that or had a little more hidden 
somewhere.’ He posited that participation in these searches was voluntary and that no one was 
punished for refusing to search. According to him, no one refused: ʻWe were keen to do it!’70 

At the same time, however, his family had to sell the gold and silver they had and even take 
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embroidered towels to exchange for grain in Belarus, where ʻthey did not know that we were 
dying.’ One of his aunts and her many children survived only thanks to her more influential 
brothers. They also employed her father-in-law to collect corpses. During the Second World War 
his family was targeted by the survivors; his house was put on the list to be burnt as the Germans 
retreated. But the individuals whom the family of Oleksandr O. had helped during the famine 
ensured his family house was saved. His first cousin in Khorol confirmed in testimony for the 
Knyha-Memorial that Komsomol activists served in the search brigades but did not name anyone. 
She also omitted mentioning the part her father played in the famine as the headmaster of the 
school. She justified the participation of teachers by their dependance on rations.71 

Collective Farmers 
While ordinary collective farmers rarely published their accounts of collectivization and the 

famine, the memoirs of shock-collective farmers are widely available. A careful analysis of over 
thirty biographies of Stakhanovite collective farmers reveals that in 1932-1933 they were complicit 
in facilitating the famine. Maria Demchenko, Nadiia Zahlada, Olesia Kulyk, Maria Martsun, Marta 
Khudolii, Pasha Angelina and many other Stakhanovite farmers may have achieved remarkable 
results in growing sugar beets, wheat and flax, but they also participated in collectivization, 
dekulakization and grain procurement in the early thirties. Most of them were among the founders 
of the collective farms in their villages, or were Komsomol members. Since the Komsomol and the 
first members of the collective farms were usually the primary actors in dekulakization, their 
participation in the grain procurement in 1932-1933, including in the searches, was likely 
widespread. Many participated voluntarily; some were forced; others followed suit. Naturally, their 
consistent support of the various state policies and willingness to work hard made them trustworthy 
candidates for the Stakhanovite movement. To illustrate their participation I will review three 
examples: Maria Demchenko, Nadia Zahlada and Olesia Kulyk. 

Maria Demchenko (1912-1995) was a celebrated sugar beet grower from Starosillia in 
Cherkasy oblast’ who built a personal rapport with Stalin. Having left the village in search of work 
during NEP, she worked at the Magnitogorsk plant in a cement workshop but then returned home. 
Her family was one of the first to join the collective farm where she was a team leader in 1930-
1936. In March 1933, when many peasants in her village were starving to death, she joined the 
Komsomol. At the ceremony, Demchenko and her brigade leader David Burda pledged not to 
discard a single sugar beet in the fields or by the road.72 This enthusiasm inadvertedly cost lives, as 
the survivors recalled that the starving peasantsʼ only hope for survival was the sugar beets 
discarded in the fields or by the road.73 The list of identified victims of the famine in Demchenko’s 
village reached 94, which suggests that the total number was considerably higher.74  

In 1934 Demchenko’s team achieved high results, for which she went to a Komsomol 
conference in Moscow and met Stalin. In her efforts to achieve a higher yield of sugar beets, 
Demchenko was assisted by many local officials, in particular Ivan Tyshchenko, a Komsomol 
secretary at the collective farm, and Mykhailo Lial’chenko, the RPK secretary appointed in 1932. 
According to Demchenko, seeing insects flying to the lights of a district committee member’s Ford 
car one night gave her an idea of how to get rid of beets moths – by making fires in the fields at 
night.75 Also supportive of Demchenko was her friend and fellow Stakhanovite, Marina Hnatenko, 
one of the prominent Komsomols in the village. Unlike Demchenko, who, according to 
contemporaries, resembled a factory worker with her short hair and clothes, Hnatenko still had her 
hair plaited and wore a home-spun embroidered shirt. While the journalists commented that a 
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military uniform would suit Hnatenko better, her embroidered shirt offers us an important detail. 
During the Holodomor, the starving peasants often sold their embroidered shirts in the cities or to 
their neighbours for food or money. Having an embroidered shirt in the immediate aftermath of the 
Holodomor may indicate that she had access to foodstuffs or kept the shirt from the items she 
confiscated during dekulakization, or both.  

Having secured support from the officials, Demchenko noted hostility in the village, even 
at the peak of the Stakhanovite movement. As Demchenko stated at the time: ʻWe destroyed the 
kulaks and took everything into our hands. Now we have power over everything, and they are going 
crazy from jealousy.ʼ76 Like male perpetrators, these young women faced the vengeance of 
survivors after the famine. In Skrahlivka (Berdychiv district, Zhytomyr oblast’), where over 26 
people died in the first three months of 1933, a group of farmers murdered two female shock 
workers upon their return from Moscow.77 Neither Demchenko nor Hnatenko stayed in the village. 
After burying her parents in the 1960s, Demchenko moved to central Kyiv where she lived alone 
until her death in 1995.78 Hnatenko also died in Kyiv in 2006. 

Nadiia Zahlada (1894-1977), who was older than Demchenko during collectivization, was 
one of the founders of a collective farm in her village of Vysoke in the Zhytomyr oblast’. She was 
on the collective farm board in 1929 and briefly chaired it after the Second World War. An illiterate 
widow with six children, she nursed and adopted an infant girl of her neighbours who starved to 
death. She also worked in the local orphanage during the famine. The registrar records show only 
thirteen deaths of starvation in Vysoke in 1932-1933, most of them infants, but it is safe to assume 
that the death toll there was considerably higher.79 Despite her activism and commitment, Zahlada 
was expelled from the party during the purge in 1933. Her expulsion was something she could not 
comprehend, although she re-joined the party in 1940: ʻWhat else do they want? I work [as hard] as 
I can, I threw the icons away …ʼ80  

In 1962, in her widely publicised article about consciencious collective farmers, she 
criticized the lack of enthusiasm among collective farmers and chairmen in the 1960s.81 Zahlada 
received a lot of responses to her article, many people calling her a ʻgenuine Communist’ and a 
ʻtrue builder of Communism.’82 Reflecting on the 1930s almost thirty years later, Zahlada 
commented on the past carefully: ʻWe all remember how badly collective farms were managed 
under Stalin. It was all about numbers, not sorting things out, but empty words. Many collective 
farms were damaged; some are still recovering today. Many people were forced to go against their 
own conscience!ʼ83 It is possible, that she implies that her own conscience was compromised, 
contributing to events that claimed lives in Vysoke.  

In 1930 a sixteen-year-old Olesia Kulyk (1914-198?) from the village of Popivka in 
Myrhorod district in the Poltava oblast’ enrolled into tractor driver classes with other Komsomol 
members despite her mother objections. Olesiaʼs story became an inspiration for the poem Pisnia 
Tractorystky (A Song of a Female Tractor Operator, 1933) by renowned poet Pavlo Tychyna. The 
poem was included in school curricula for decades, making Olesia, while not a Stakhanovite, a well 
known female tractor operator. Like other collective farm employees, she received a ration during 
the famine and was required to follow orders from the village management, – from driving tractors 
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to conducting house searches. Popivka saw over 2,000 people or 1/3 of its inhabitants die in 1932-
1933.84  

In 1932 Olesia was already a driver at the collective farm. One winter day in 1933, she 
drove Pavlo Tychyna into the village and told him about her life. Based on her story Tychyna wrote 
a poem titled ‘Pisnia Traktorystky. Abo iak Olesia Kulyk na kursy traktorystiv tikala 1930 r.’ (The 
Song of the Female Tractor Driver. Or How Olesia Kukyk Fled to the Tractor Driving Courses in 
1930, 1933).85 This renowned poem, which was included in the curriculum in Soviet Ukraine as a 
text to be learnt by heart in the final years of school, ‘Pisnia Traktorystky’ is written as a folk song. 
It sings of a young Komsomol girl putting her embroidery aside and, despite her disapproving 
mother, rushes with other Komsomol members to enrol in tractor driving courses. Olesia defies her 
mother’s religiosity and conservatism and leaves the house before anyone is awake. She longs to be 
able to drive the tractor herself and joins the collective farm following the example of other girls in 
the village. On the way to the Popivka Olesia gets into a cart with young men. Here Tychyna writes 
back to the popular folk song ‘Iikhaly kozaky’ (Kozaks Were Riding), originally recorded in the 
same Poltava oblast’, which warns of the dangers faced by young girls getting into carts with 
strangers.86 But ‘Pisnia Traktorystky’ presents the world as a different place: the young men are 
Komsomol and therefore safe and unthreatening: ‘All of them are familiar, all of them are ours...ʼ 
Olesia left the village in 1938, moved on to work at a steel factory in Dnipropetrovs’k. She later 
settled in southern Ukraine, married, and had four children. She visited the village in 1982 and had 
an emotional reunion with close friends like Omelʼchenko, one of the village perpetrators and a 
KNS member since 1920.87 

The Plenipotentiaries 
The Party plenipotentiaries (upovnovazheni) were drawn from various institutions and sent 

to the countryside with special powers to organise or oversee grain procurement. In 1929 the all-
Ukrainian Council of Trade Unions sent 120 brigades to assist in collectivization.88 Some came as 
teachers or the Twenty-Five Thousanders. Throughout 1932, thousands of men and women – many 
with a ʻreliable’ record of work in the village during collectivization – were deployed to procure 
grain and had to stay in the countryside for at least two years.89 They also faced the pressure from 
above, as seen in a directive letter from Kosior on 22nd November 1932. It stipulates that 
plenipotentiaries were required to report every ten days on 1) the actions taken [to reach 
procurement quotas] and to fight defeatist moods in grain procurement and 2) the results in 
procurement, with examples of excellent work and of repressions applied to individual farmers in 
accordance with an earlier directive from 18th November 1932 to those hoarding grain.90 In other 
words, the letter outlines what was expected from them: to procure, to repress and to report.  

When they failed to meet these expectations, however, they were not necessarily punished. 
Protocols of the RPKs across the republic reveal many instances of plenipotentiaries failing to 
procure, to repress, or to report. Often they received warnings or moved from one place to another.  
Some were expelled from the Party, while in other cases they kept their jobs. According to a report 
by Khataievich on the situation in Odesa oblast’, there were almost 30 plenipotentiaries in the 
Arbuzynka district between September and October 1932. Eleven of them left the district without 
prior warning. Only one of them was expelled from the Party after commenting on the plan being 
unrealistic.91 In January 1933 Roman Terekhov, provided the following typology of them: 1) those 
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scared of the excesses; 2) defeatists; 3) saboteurs; 4) and the incapable. He acknowledged that most 
plenipotentiaries changed after encountering ʻdifficult circumstances’ on the ground; they quickly 
shifted ʻfrom the right positions to the neutral ones.’92 These euphemisms point to a large number of 
perpetrators not meeting the representation of the unflinching fanatics. 

Others embraced the opportunity to procure grain in order to advance their career. One 
Soviet engineer recalled one such careerist type in his memoirs: Borys Lisnichevs’kyi, the chairman 
of Shepetivka construction trust: ʻan ethnic Jew, a roofer by training, and, of course, an ardent 
Communist.’93 Lisnichevs’kyi was responsible for Party work in the office: there were frequent 
two-hour-long meetings after work, which were mandatory to attend, where he read the latest Party 
resolutions and news of Soviet successes far away that nobody could verify. In the autumn of 1932 
Lisnichevs’ky was sent by the Party to the countryside ʻto pump bread’ from the peasants. Here 
Lisnichevs’kyi demonstrated such enthusiasm that in the district where he worked, peasants literally 
had not a pound of grain left. He worked so hard that he was sent to do the same job to another 
district. He ʻpumped outʼ bread there too. Afterward he was promoted to a higher position and 
given a flat in a new house.’94 Lisnichevs’kyi’s career was cut short in 1937 when he was the 
director of the construction trust of Vinnytsia oblast’.95 Within a few months he was executed. 

Kopelev was sent to Popivka near Myrhorod as a plenipotentiary from Kharkiv Tractor 
Plant in late December 1932. Arriving there in autumn 2015, after the harvest, I noticed that both 
sides of the road leading to the village were covered in grain. How was it possible for more than 
2,000 people to die here during the famine? A 22-year-old peasant, Feodosii Kulish, asked the 
perpetrators the very same question when they took his grain and threw his young family in the 
snow in the early spring in 1932. Kulish called the grain quotas unrealistic and the famine in the 
spring of 1932 ʻthe harbinger of a greater starvation in spring 1933 that will take thousands of lives 
of many innocent peasants, poor children and leave many orphaned. The leaders want to enslave us 
in the collective farms once and for all; the spring will be decisive.ʼ Kulish also correctly predicted 
that he would be tried for anti-Soviet agitation, and he was sentenced to 10 years in camps.96 
Approximately 2,050 people out of over 7,000 died in Popivka in 1932-1933.97  

On 2nd December Popivka was put on the ʻblack listʼ by the RPK. Despite a reportedly 
good harvest in 1932, Popivka failed to meet the grain procurement quotas. According to oral 
memory in Popivkaʼs museum, however, the village council met the original plan but failed the 
counterplan, whereas the district newspaper Chervona Trybuna reported Popivka reaching only 
19.5% of the original plan by December 1932.98 Apart from the standard economic repressions 
applied to Popivka, the key village officials – the party plenipotentiary, Odai; the secretary of the 
party cell, Getalo (also a student plenipotentiary); and the head of the village council, Ustymenko – 
received verbal warnings and an ultimatum to reach 100% within three days. When the men failed, 
they were removed from their positions. Ustymenko was replaced with Klym Vereshchaka, 
mentioned in the opening paragraph of  this article. Several additional brigades, 5 persons in each, 
were sent to Popivka from Kharkiv. The brigades had to procure grain under the supervision of the 
plenipotentiaries and stay in Popivka until further notice.99 Kopelev was in one of these brigades. 

 Kopelev had already worked in the countryside in late 1929 as a teacher in the village of 
Okhochaia near Kharkiv. He describes his job at the time as distributing leaflets and papers to 
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convince peasants to join the collectives. While ʻin some villages there were revolts and volynky, 
put out by cavalry police and the DPU military detachments,ʼ in the villages where Kopelev worked 
there was ʻnot a gunshot was fired or a drop of blood spilt.ʼ100 He describes watching multiple trains 
with the deported heading north all the time, with people ʻswarmingʼ inside and children crying, but 
he mentions his assistance only once, referring to the ʻnon-violentʼ eviction of a priest. Despite his 
involvement in such activities, Kopelev had to flee the village with the chairman of the local 
collective farm and two district plenipotentiaries during the unrest prompted by the appearance of 
Stalin’s article on the excesses during collectivization in March 1930.101 While Kopelev constructs 
a positive image of his participation in collectivization in Okhochaia, he does not explain the 
hostility and consequent aggression of the peasants towards him. Indeed, by his own account, some 
peasants were throwing stones at him as he hastily fled the village. By the summer he was 
transferred to help collectivization in the villages near Kakhovka, in Kherson oblast’.102 

What were the activities that Kopelev assisted with during his year on the ground? Why did 
they lead to such unrest that an armed DPU detachment had to be deployed to ʻpacifyʼ the village? 
That he remained an observer during the dispossession and deportation operations seems highly 
improbable. Memoirs of the other teacher plenipotentiaries indicate they had to do ʻsickening jobsʼ 
– i.e. to procure, to repress and to report.103 Moreover, in the following year, Kopelev actively 
participated in the DPU-led project at the factory to dispose of a non-Communist delegate worker to 
the city council. Although the worker was fired and left to starve, Kopelev did not regret his 
participation.104 Despite his young age, Kopelev clearly became accustomed to enforcing violent 
policies on the ground and to working in close cooperation with the DPU. When Kopelev was sent 
to the Myrhorod district by the oblastʼ party committee together with three other young men and a 
DPU officer in December 1932, Vereshchaka was appointed the head of the village council.  

The peasants in Popivka had been starving since the spring of 1932. Their options were 
limited: either to hide grain and risk being discovered and repressed, or to give up the remaining 
food voluntarily and face likely death. Kopelev admits that during his agitational work in Popivka 
he ʻthreatened, of course… those who did not want to give up their bread.ʼ105 Many had nothing to 
hide, so their provisions and valuables were confiscated instead. Kopelev calls it besspornoe izʼiatie 
(indisputable confiscation) in which he personally participates. He provides a long list of what was 
‘usually’ found, thus implying his regular participation in the activity. Despite reducing his role to 
only ʻrecording confiscated items to prevent plunderʼ – more often than not, confiscation was 
exactly that, plunder, as survivors attest to seeing their possessions being used by activists in 
Popivka for years after the famine106 – Kopelevʼs part is undoubtedly larger. Later he admits to the 
actual confiscation of the items himself. If exchanged, these possessions could extend or save 
someoneʼs life. He admits to co-organizing meetings with peasants that lasted for days with victims 
not allowed to leave or sleep and detaining a girl he believed could have been a spy. Kopelev 
explains that it was easier to participate than not. Through perpetration he convinced himself that he 
was doing it ʻfor the greater good – finding bread for his socialistic Fatherlandʼ107 and that he did 
not see anyone starving to death at the time. 

Again, such self-representation is at odds with probability. It is highly unlikely that 
Kopelev did not see peasants in Popivka starving to death. He mentions starvation only obliquely 
by accusing them of starving the state and their own families.108 Yet Kopelev knew there was no 
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grain left at the village. In one case he explains how the quotas imposed on individual farmers 
equalled everything they harvested that year. The village officials argued that keeping anything for 
consumption (i.e. to sustain oneʼs life) was theft, and Kopelev agreed, harassing peasants at 
meetings with this line of reasoning.109 Neither was the girl Kopelev apprehended and held during a 
humiliating body search a spy. She was in fact a poorly educated farmerʼs daughter from Popivka 
who returned from hospital after having an abortion and could provide little or no information to 
foreign intelligence services. Nor did she have any means to contact them: Myrhorod was far away 
from any border, and all means of communication were controlled by the authorities. When the seed 
reserves were procured during his stay and some activists quit, Kopelev nonetheless carried on.  

What motivated Kopelev? Like many perpetrators of mass violence, Kopelev casts himself 
as ʻa true believer,ʼ in the same way Eichmann in his testimonies described himself in his early 
career as an ʻidealist.ʼ110 Like other perpetrators, Kopelev rationalises his participation by 
neccessity at the time. His words can be compared to the recollections of mass killing by Eugene de 
Kock. 
Kopelev, perpetrator of grain procurement in 
Popivka where over 2,000 died from starvation 

De Kock – one of perpetrators of the state 
sanctioned mass killing during the Apartheid in 
South Africa 

‘I spoke about German fascists, Japanese troops 
in Manchuria, insidious Poles. They all wanted 
to attack us, conquer, enslave and plunder. ... All 
this threatened my country, hundreds of 
millions. So hundreds of thousands had to be 
discriminated.ʼ111  

‘… And we had to protect the country from this. 
The overall and general hue and cry was “Fight, 
resist, sacrifice, or you will be wiped out by the 
black man.” Rule by the black man was a sure 
means of destruction of the country.ʼ112 

 
Like de Kock frantically trying to wash off the ‘smell of deathʼ,113 Kopelev was ill for two months 
upon his return from Popivka. Like de Kock, he chose to return to ʻworkʼ in the village, albeit in a 
different district. His colleagues, on the other hand, changed irrevocably. According to Kopelev, 
upon their return to Kharkiv, Frid, Rabizhanovich and Raev together collected emaciated children 
from the train stations and provided them with shelter and food from their own rations. Their 
actions were reported to the management of Kharkiv Tractor Factory, but the three of them were not 
arrested until 14th February 1935. Frid had been known for cooperating with the DPU. They all 
were exiled to Ufa and Kazan for several years for anti-Soviet agitation. In 1936-1937 they were 
arrested again and sent to labour camps for 5 years. Rabizhanovich was pardoned in 1956, Raev and 
Frid in 1965.114 

Kopelevʼs claim of belief as a ‘true believer’ is also problematic. The main incongruity lies 
with his profession of humanist ideals, even during the famine. While other perpetrators quit or 
tried to help the starving peasants, Kopelev chose to continue – despite the fact that he found no 
grain and that his assumptions about the spies turned out to be implausible. Following a short break 
after his ʻworkʼ in Popivka, he returned to the ʻgrain front” in March 1933 – the month of a sharp 
increase in the number of deaths from starvation.  

Ultimately, Kopelevʼs perception of the peasants as the Others proves decisive. It originates 
long before the famine. Kopelev writes about his hatred of wealthy peasants during NEP, when he 
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complains about ‘busy markets, kulak carts with well fed horses, loud sellersʼ, and as a child, when 
hostile peasants looked at him with a sense of an ʻinsulting, indifferent, disdainful alienation.ʼ 
Equally insulting to Kopelev was when ʻa tan peasant with a moustache, in a washed out shirt with 
sun-bleached embroidery, smelling of sweat, tar and straw, sneered at him.ʼ115 Unlike the violations 
against German civilians during the Second World War, against which he protested, the mass 
killing of Ukrainian peasants provoked no empathy in Kopelev, despite his claims of being loyal to 
the humanist ideals at the time. His familyʼs perception of the Germans provides a stark difference 
to the aforementioned description of Ukrainian peasants: ‘[Germans] work hard, diligently, 
conscientiously and are the most cultured people in the world.ʼ116 

The other ʻtrue believerʼ in Popivka, according to Kopelev, is Bubyr – a fanatic Communist 
from the local landless peasants. Bubyr was the street name of Klym Vereshchaka, a perpetrator 
carved deep into local oral memory. During the famine, he oversaw the activists who searched the 
houses in teams of 3-5. As Kopelev commented, once all the grain from collective farms was 
procured on the order of the secretary of the Kharkiv oblast’ party committee, Terekhov, collective 
farmers joined the activists to search the houses of individual farmers that comprised half of 
Popivkaʼs adult population.117 This group of perpetrators was arguably compromised, as these men, 
women and children were already starving – despite Kopelev's assurances of Popivkians not dying 
until February 1933, that is, after his departure. 

Contrary to Kopelevʼs portrayal, Red Army veteran Klym was not an orphan in his 
childhood nor an old bachelor in his mature years. He was a married father of three. Nonetheless, he 
forced many ʻkulakʼ families to live in the dugouts in the ravine and indeed used their children as 
hostages.118 Klym starts his autobiography with the murder of his mother Marfa by the local 
Petliurites in 1918. In 1920 he joins ChOP, in 1923 he heads the local KNS, and in 1924 joins the 
party. At various times he chaired the collective farms in Popivka, worked in the village council and 
as its head – in 1930, 1932 and 1937, that is, during key campaigns like dekulakization, grain 
procurement and the Great Terror. In 1941 he was evacuated to Voronezh and later mobilised to the 
army. He feared his wife and their young daughter would be executed by Germans along with two 
collective farm chairmen in Popivka. In November 1942 he was put on trial for subordination and 
accused of defeatist and anti-Soviet remarks. He was sentenced to seven years in labour camps.119 
Sources of oral memory speak of retribution: in 1942 two men from Popivka met him in hospital 
and drowned him in the latrine for the suffering he inflicted.120  

Unlike his depiction in Kopelevʼs memoir, Klym was not a fearless fanatic. His superiors in 
the army characterised him as an undisciplined liar who ʻundermines junior and middle-rank 
officers,ʼ whereas the soldiers were unanimous in concluding that Klym was open and vocal about 
his fear of dying, panicked during German attacks, and stole food from the kitchen. He repeatedly 
asked his commanders to send him to courses so that the war would finish while he was away.121 

Klym admitted to saying ʻif only we had a shot of vodka each, then we could say weʼre also for 
Soviet rule!ʼ as an analogy to Leninʼs expression about having 100,000 tractors winning peasantryʼs 
loyalty to the authorities.122 From many interrogations and witness testimonies, it seems his arrest 
came as a result of the conflict between Klym and junior commanders. After years in power as a 
village official, he could not and did not want to submit to the authority of the junior officers, most 
of whom were 20 years younger than him. Both the officers and the soldiers unanimously 
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commented on Klymʼs reluctance to risk his life and his fear of being killed.123  
The existing records of trials on Popivkians between 1932-1937 reveal that Klym and his 

team repressed anyone who criticised Soviet policies, grain procurement or his authority. Some 
cases bear the clichéd accusations of ʻanti-Soviet agitationʼ or ‘hostility to the Soviet rule,ʼ yet 
others reveal the corruption of Klym and his colleagues. Klym testified against the victims of the 
1937 purges in Popivka. In the 1937 trials, the victims mention people dying in 1933 as an 
explanation for missing family members, a reference that others are expected to understand by the 
simple mention of the year.124 Some also comment on Klym using his position to profit financially 
and provide details of his elaborated schemes of successfully obtaining consumer goods for himself 
and his inner circle.125 

Division, silent but present, continued to affect the lives of Popivka residents long after the 
famine. As the protocols of the meetings of the collective farm board in 1968-1972 demonstrate, the 
activists or members of their families kept powerful positions within the village. Nothing further is 
known about the fate of Vereshchaka. It is unlikely that Kulish or his family survived. After 
returning home from Popivka, Kopelev was sent to the village Vodolahy in a tugboat brigade in 
March 1933. He volunteered to fight in the Second World War and eventually moved to Germany 
in 1974 where he stayed for the rest of his life. Kopelevʼs wife, Raisa Orlova, later commented on 
the motivations of the rank-and-file perpetrators of mass violence: ʻThe motives were different, the 
spiritual attunement was different, yet the objective result … is exactly the same.ʼ126  

 
Conclusions 
In her research on the perpetrators of mass killing during the Apartheid in South Africa, 

Pumla Gobodo-Madizikela calls ideology or existing violence ʻa trick most perpetrators use, 
especially those sponsored by a powerful governmentʼ – from a rationalization of violence, 
legitimate at the time, to the ʻtruthʼ with which they downplay their guilt and agency.127 From this 
point of view, if the ʻkulaksʼs resisted collectivization, attacked officials and later ʻhoardedʼ grain, 
then repressions against them including deportations and executions were justified and necessary.  

As these case studies show, the actions of perpetrators can not be explained by ideological 
indoctrination alone. An interplay of motives accounts for their actions. Indeed, writing about his 
experience in the 1970s, Kopelev argues against dismissing ʻparticipants in development of the 
countryʼ as ʻcowards, stupid fanatics, cynical profiteers, bastards, foreignersʼ but as a complex 
variety.128 We also see a clear division between the activists, who are usually the founding members 
of collective farms and joined before 1930, and those who were forced to join later, in particular 
during the famine or shortly after. This division ran deep: perpetrators and their families were more 
likely to receive benefits and privileges allocated by village officials for themselves or their inner 
circle. The privileges included trips to Moscow to various organised events, the allocation of 
bonuses or holidays or extra land, and the confirmation of employment record for state pension 
allocation decades after the famine.129 Sometimes this pattern persisted for generations, with the 
grandchildren of perpetrators still present in the village council or the district government. This is 
the trend that I observed in Popivka and several other villages. 

Succeeding in facilitation and advancing their career as village officials, perpetrators like 
Vereshchaka were instrumental in executing the purges of 1937 on the village level. It is 
conceivable to conclude that the key perpetrators on the village level and most of the 
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plenipotentiaries, including Kopelev, sought to accommodate themselves with the regime, 
collaborated with the DPU and were rewarded, at least for some time, with career opportunities. 
Their careers were interrupted briefly during the Second World War. Anecdotal evidence suggests 
that some of them were lynched by the survivors, others were executed as Communists by the 
Germans, whereas some were found collaborating with the Nazis.130 While in their own accounts 
they might be represented as fighters for socialism, archival evidence, oral memory and 
comparative analysis suggests that they were ordinary people with various motivations. 

Previous participation in collectivization tended to serve as a precursor to their involvement 
in the famine, though it was not always indicative. Only a minority refused to obey or handed in 
their Party tickets, as revealed in the ODPU report discovered by Martin.131 There is a variety of 
explanations for this lack of refusal: fear, deference to authority, obedience to orders, careerism, 
brutalisation during the post-revolutionary years and collectivization, ideological indoctrination, 
segmentation and the increasingly routine nature of the tasks. The fact that ordinary people 
participated in mass violence was reflected in their experience later in life. Some felt compelled to 
either deny their participation, minimize its significance or present themselves as compromised or 
ideological participants. Although Soviet propaganda indeed played an important role in motivating 
particularly young people to participate, most perpetrators were often involved for mundane 
reasons. They did not regard their perpetration as such, as we see from both perpetrator and survivor 
testimonies. Regardless of their motivation, the rank-and-file perpetrators’ role was decisive in the 
mechanism of the famine and led to the death of millions.While the suggested typology of the 
Holodomor perpetrators on the ground can be developed further, even its initial application reveals 
how significant an inclusive approach is for understanding the Holodomor and its execution on the 
ground. With the availability of archival material and existing corpora of oral memory, more 
analysis of the rank-and-file perpetrators has become possible.  

According to Mamdani, both academic and popular accounts of crimes against humanity 
suffer from three silences.132 One of the silences is an evacuation of agency from the men and 
women who perpetrate mass violence on the ground in discourse that prefers to concentrate on top-
down dynamics or advance a monocausal motivation of perpetration. I argue that this silence is 
largely present in the case of the Holodomor. Taking Mamdani’s argument further, I posit that when 
political discourse presents the famine as an exclusively state project and ignores its subaltern and 
‘popular’, rank-and-file character, it tends to reduce the violence to a set of meaningless outbursts, 
ritualistic and bizarre, in which ‘idle, drunk and good-for-nothing’ elements of the pre-modern 
Ukrainian village come to the fore.  

Nor have perpetrators of the famine been put on trial in their lifetimes, despite the general 
condemnation of Soviet crimes. On the contrary: perpetrators of the Holodomor often exercised 
more power and authority after the famine. Many of them retained or ascended to key positions at 
the village level: as heads of collective farms and village councils, headmasters of schools, history 
teachers or collective farm brigade leaders. As such, they continued to shape – or even efface – the 
representations of the famine. As village officials and local historians, they even provided entries to 
the Istoriia mist ta sil, unwittingly promoted by the Ukrainian government today. 
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